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WEEK 1, FESTIVAL OPENS, RUSTY     
RAILINGS  
 
Scorcher of a bank holiday weekend signals the arrival         
of high Summer in a year without a Spring. Only last           
week it seemed like winter. And now so welcome with          
the opening of the Brighton Festival and Fringe. 
(Note the new heading of our blog which is a copy of            
the new banners on the railings around our Memorial         
statue. The artwork has been prepared by Lisa        
Holdcroft.) 
 
FESTIVAL ATTRACTIONS IN OUR AREA 
Talking seesaws, beach saunas and the balancing of        
these large boulders - the art installations from        
Brighton Festival on the beach opposite us. 

“LEFT HAND DOWN A BIT” 
 

WHAT IS THE LINK BETWEEN THESE PICTURES 

The answer is the rusty railings of Regency Square         
and 1250 Petition signatures asking the Council to do         
something about the dreadful state of our railings at         

the front of Regency Square. Being such a high profile          
area some attention to our square is long overdue. 
 
WEEK 2 12 MAY, CELEBRATING     
200 YEARS. 
 
Dull and mild this Saturday with our Brighton Festival         
attractions on the beach a great success.  
Children mounting this seesaw are spoken to through        
speakers in this art installation on the Event Space. 

WHAT’S YOUR NAME? 
 
PLANS FOR BIRTHDAY EVENTS 
The Friends have now provided two 200th Birthday        
Banners leading up the steps either side of our         
Memorial statue. 
We hope later this year to celebrate with an event on           
the square - hopefully in tandem with The RSAS with          
their book promotion.  
With the help of Roger Amerena from the Brighton and          
Hove Heritage Commission (who arranged the very       
informative Heritage Board in our top garden) we are         
now trying to find an area deep enough to plant a           
commemorative tree. With three layers of car park        
underneath this will present a challenge! 
 
It would be nice if     
we can also mark    
progress on our   
campaign to have   
Brighton’s newest  
public drinking  
fountain in our front    
garden on the   
circular mound of   
stones.                         A USE FOR OUR CIRCULAR MOUND 
 
Our local Green MP Caroline Lucas has agreed to         
help us with this campaign as the issue of plastic          
pollution is of course very close to her heart. 
Being a new group the free Friends are lacking an          
income stream and so we shall be seeking funds.         
(Our new Birthday banners - including artwork have        
cost over £300). 
We are working on a constitution and for the time          
being wish the Friends to be free group but this does           
of course mean we will lack subscription income and         
have to rely on donations and grants. 



 

Also the Friends would like to advance on the Heritage          
tunnel exhibition which will draw new visitors to the         
attractions on our side of the road. 
 
WEEK 3 OUR ROYAL WEDDING,     
EVENTS FOR OUR SQUARE. 
 
At 8am this morning on the day of his wedding we           
learned that HRH Prince Harry has become the Duke         
of Sussex. So it was not surprising to see our seafront           
packed with thousands watching the TV relay on the         
Event Space arranged by the BAi360. It was a         
beautiful sunny morning and the people of Sussex will         
look forward to a visit by the new Duke and Duchess. 

THOUSANDS WATCH THE WEDDING ON OUR SEAFRONT 
 
FUTURE EVENTS ON OUR SQUARE 
 
The wedding crowds in our area is further proof of how           
Regency Square is becoming again a high profile        
focus of attraction in Brighton - very closely linked to          
the BAi360 which is one of the magnets for tourists. 
In our Bicentenary Anniversary Year we reflect on how         
our Square used to be a focal point for social activities,           
markets and fairs - especially at the time of the military           
encampment. 
So it was encouraging this week to meet the Events          
Manager of the Council Ian Taylor who is looking for          
new event venues next year when the Valley Gardens         
traffic reorganization closes off much of the venues        
leading from the Old Steine. 
He told me that Festival event venues - and others          
throughout the year - can benefit financially through        
such activity and the successful festival event we        
housed on our central garden a few years ago is an           
indication of how in future we could help finance         
Regency Square projects. 
Of course our Square is very much a residential area          
and with his 30 years experience Ian knows the         
importance of choosing event to match location. 
So while the Lady Boys of Bangkok might be a          
tremendous boost for all businesses in our area it is          
too big and noisy for our square. But Ian is          
enthusiastic about finding events which will see favour        
from residents and business alike for what will soon         
become Brighton's most photographed and popular      
square. 
He looks forward to working closely with all the         
interested groups, associations and ward councillors to       
bring us something fitting. 
 

THE NEED FOR SIGNAGE 
 
One of the questions we are often asked at our petition           
point at the entrance to the beach tunnel is - which is the             
way is the way to the beach ? 
There is no signage either to or from the beach and the            
Friends will try to arrange interested parties to contribute         
to signposts or other direction indicators at both ends of          
the tunnel.. 
This will promote business interest on both sides of the          
road - After their ride on the BAi360 it would be good for             
us to encourage new visitors to come over to the Square,           
Preston St and of course Churchill Square via the tunnel          
which - one day - we hope will be enlivened with the            
heritage exhibition of prints and photos. 
 
WEEK 4 FESTIVALS COMING TO AN      
END  
 
The last weekend of the Brighton Festival and also the          
2nd Bank Holiday in May. Saturday was warm and         
windy with storms forecast. 
We have had some jolly art installations on our beach          
during the Festival including the sauna which looks like         
a cross between a Victorian Bathing Machine and a         
Tardis. 

 
 

     LOOK WHAT’S LANDED ON OUR BEACH ! 
 

SOME JUICY RUMOURS 
The rumour mill has been churning away and for         
starters here are some of the current snippets. The         
city's waterfront regeneration project will see the       
Brighton Centre and the cinema alongside demolished.       
Churchill Square shopping centre will be extended to        
the seafront. Cannon Place will be affected which may         
impact on St. Margarets Place which has been a lorry          
park for Metropole exhibitions. Could this become the        
site of a new tower block if the exhibition site is not            
used?  
This is a case of all change in and around 2021. The            
Hilton lease is up and they need a new home. Topland           
will move into the Metropole. The exhibition site may or          
may not be available for someone. Rumour has it         
Hilton may open a Hampton by Hilton on the site with a            
deal struck with Topland/Royal Bank of Scotland       
perhaps?  
 
OUR BIRTHDAY PARTY 
At a date in September we are hoping to arrange a           
Bicentenary Birthday Party on the square which will        
bring the various linked groups together to celebrate        
and mark a very important year.  
Watch this space!            NEIL ROSBOROUGH 28 MAY 2018 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


